WINTER FISWG/NCMS Training Event
January 31, 2024

Event location:  Honeywell Corporation, 13350 US HWY 19N, Clearwater, FL 33764

RSVP FOR IN-PERSON: paul.bilpuch@rtx.com

8:00-8:30  Virtual attendees: Log into the NCMS link for the event
In-person attendees: Check in at registration table to get badges.

8:30-8:45  Opening Remarks

8:45-9:45  **Cyber Threat: A View from the Front Lines of Cybersecurity**
An overview of the latest threats and vulnerabilities to your IT networks and what to look out for as a defense contractor.
Mr. Charles Carmakal, SVP and CTO, Mandiant

9:45-10:00  Break

10:00-11:00  **OPSEC Cycle and its changes and then Program Development**
An overview of the OPSEC Cycle and OPSEC Program Development
Mr. James (Jim) Fieo, Senior OPSEC Analyst at SOCOM

11:00-11:15  Break

11:15-12:15  **FBI CI/Insider Threat Awareness Overview**
Counterintelligence and Insider Threat information to assist you with running your programs.
Mr. Keith Givens, Special Agent, FBI Tampa, Private Sector Coordinator

12:15-1:15  Lunch
12:30-1    FL Sun Coast Chapter Mtg (in person)

1:15-2:15  **CMMC**
*Update on the state of CMMC and how contractors should be preparing.*
Dr. Jose A. Neto (PhD - Cybersecurity), Certified CMMC Professional & Provisional CMMC Assessor

2:15-2:30  Break

2:30-3:30  **The Flow Down DD 254**
*Review of the Prime DD 254, and how to prepare, coordinate and issue a Subcontract DD 254*
Rusell C. “Rusty” Jones, ISP®/SFPC/PSC, Lukos FSO/ITPSO

3:30  Closing Remarks

To request CEUs: maria.e.turner@lmco.com

CEUs pending approval.